INTRODUCTION	E
of style, of .that solemn air of recollection and declamation, anc we begin to find Landor dull.
It is folly again, another example of the fatal folly of asking from a writer what he neither will nor can give. One mighl as well ask for good priests or good kings in Landor as foj colloquial phrases. His aristocratic republicanism forbade hiir to present the one or to use the other. With the dreams oi royalty or orthodox religion he had little sympathy, and we miss in him the vivid concerns of a large part of mankind. li was his limitation, and in so much prose that limitation becomes monotonous, if we permit ourselves to be aware of It, But if jsve confine our attention to the substance contained within that limitation, we shall find ourselves of a different mind. He said of his own style: *I have resigned and abandoned many things because I unreasonably doubted my legitimate claim to them, and many more because I believed I had enough substance in the house without them/ The substance which he has, and communicates, is the nourishment in every soul of the wise and generous Best, of an aristocracy of spirit capaile of and manifested in a noble heroism. One feels sometimes one needs to be something of a hero to read all Landor. But it is wiser to remark how heroic is his style and how heroic his spirit. The'Conversations contain many examples of extraordinary crises and of commonplace experiences. They maintain towards them all that magnanimity which Landor, despite all his faults, profoundly believed to be a condition of any tolerable life of the soul. His prose has a ceremony about it but not a profusion. Its disposed order is conscious, but only by conscious effort can a continual level of virtue possibly be obtained. Virtue, magnanimous virtue, is the quality Landor demanded of man J his prose at its greatest communicates sacramentally that nobility and severe beauty of life to its reader. It is shown in Elizabeth ^awnt and Joan of Arc as it is hi Marcellus and Blake. It is k quality which, for all its severity, has about it a capacity rf lovely and swift tenderness,, and for all its limitation a universal

